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screenplays Python and
MySQL for Everyone - rubiquo

====== apu There are a few
other options, like the

Python/Django ORM: Django's
primary usage is the ORM, but

it can be used as a plain
Python/MySQL library, or a
shell script. ------ timbobilla I
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don't like that you have to know
a bit of Python (or C for that

matter) in order to get
SQLAlchemy to work. Sure,

SQLAlchemy is quite
extensible and powerful. But
the lack of a plain, non-SQL

query interface is a huge
drawback. ~~~ erujin That's a
good point, but SQLAlchemy

can be used as a general
purpose extension to the Python
DB API. In many cases it's even
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faster than writing plain SQL
queries. ------ lallysingh I'm a
little confused. You're telling
the user to install two separate

things, Python and MySQL? Or
one larger? Even if the former,

you just gave them a
deployment problem, rather
than an installation problem.

Even if the latter, they'd have to
give the user a name when

setting up MySQL, and this is
bound to be an issue in the
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multiple installations market...
I'm not sure what this is

designed to solve for the end
user. ------ Sven7 How does this
solve anything? Read the title

for the most part.
Recommended Posts Need help

with calculating the optimal
gradient length for a one-way

and/or non-directional constant-
speed linear flight (according to
a given load weight and terrain

environment), based on the
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windspeed. Is there a way to
compute a good starting point?

I'm assuming the following
conditions: - The aircraft is self-
launched or tow-launched - The

aircraft has no additional
propulsion device - Ground

speed of the aircraft is greater
than zero - Terrain environment

is 3da54e8ca3
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